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1.
These
1. These submissions are in a fom1 suitable for publication
onsubmissions
the internet. are in a form suitable for public

20

Part II: Concise statement of issues

20

2. The three issues that arise in this appeal:
(a)

Part
2.

.

I.

Concise statement of issues

The three issues that arise in this appeal:

What
is personal
the properadvice
approach
to the obj
What is the proper approach to the objective
limb of
in
(a)

$69/2020
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s 766B(3)(b)
ofdepend
the Corporations
Act 2001 (
s 766B(3)(b) of the Corporations Act 200 I (Cth) (Act)?
Does .it
on the

expectation
had of
in fact
a reasonable
considered
person that the a
expectation of a reasonable person that the advice provider
the recipient’s
personal
circumstances, or
the recipient's personal circumstances, or an expectation
that the advice
provider

acting
the recipient’s
acting in the recipient's best interests should
havein considered
those best

circumstances?
(b)

an

interests

circumstances?

Does “consideration”
of a person’s
personal
within the meaning
of
Does "consideration" of a person's personal circumstances
(b)

s 766B(3)
require
that those
the advice provide
s 766B(3) require that the advice provider engage
with and
evaluate

30
circumstances in formulating the advice?

30
(c)

circumstances in formulating the advice?

How much
of a person’s
“objectives, finan
How much of a person's "objectives, financial
or needs"
must have
(c) situation

considered
by an
advice provider bef
been considered by an advice provider before thebeen
advice
is "personal
advice"

under s 766B(3)?

under

s

766B(3)?
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Part
Section 78B of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth)

Ill

*
«

Section 78Bof the Judiciary Act 1903 (Ct

3. Act
No1903
notice
is required under s 78B of the Judiciary A
3. No notice is required under s 78B of the Judiciary
(Cth).

Part IV:

[V Reasons
Reasons for judgment of primary andPart
intermediate
court for judgment of primary and in

4. The
at first
instance is vAustralian Securitie
4. The decision at first instance is Australian Securities
anddecision
Investments
Conimission

Westpac
1. Securities Administration Ltd(2019)
Westpac Securities Administration Ltd (2019) 133 ACSR

133

5. isThe
decision Securities
of the Full and
Court of the Federal Court
5. The decision of the Full Court of the Federal Court
Australian

Investments
Westpac Securities Adm
LtdCommission
(2019) 373 vALR
Investments Commission v Westpac Securities Administration
455: 141 ACSR1.

455; 141 ACSR l.
10

10

Part V:

Part

Facts

V
°

°

Facts

The appellants (together,
Westpac)
6. The appellants (together, Westpac) were issuers6.of superannuation
products under
the were issuers of

BTcustomers
brand. During
2014, Westpac
to consolidate
their invited existing
BT brand. During 2014, Westpac invited existing BT

external
superannuation
accounts
of the 15 customers'
theinto their BT acco
external superannuation accounts into their BT accounts.
Each

2
ASIC’s
received
fromWestpac on
or moreofform
lettersclaim
or emails
subject of ASIC's claim received from Westpac onesubject

highlighting the
potential
benefits of rollingover su
highlighting the potential benefits of rolling over superannuation,
namely
(1) the

potential
to save on fees
(2) all
the convenience an
potential to save on fees and (2) the convenience and
ease of management
in and
having

Page 3
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of one’stosuper
in one
place (“manageability”),
and
of one's super in one place ("manageability"), and offering
conduct
a search
of other

accounts
the customer may hold w
superannuation accounts the customer may hold withsuperannuation
other providers.
These benefits

20

20 ASIC on
were
the same generalwebsite,
benefits
identified by ASIC
were the same general benefits identified by
its "Moneysmmi"
which

3
encouraged
consumers
to consolidate their superan
encouraged consumers to consolidate their superannuation
accounts.

7. two
Westpac
each of had
the 15
customers. In all but
7. Westpac called each of the 15 customers. In all but
cases,called
the customer
already

$69/2020
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up Westpac’s
offer tothe
conduct a search of oth
taken up Westpac's offer to conduct a search of othertaken
superannuation
accounts

customerthe
might
hold. The
representative
customer might hold. The Westpac representative provided
customers
with Westpac
any

relevant
resultsexternal
and offered to effect the roll
relevant search results and offered to effect the rollover
of thesearch
customer's

superannuation
superannuation accounts into their BT account over the
telephone. accounts into their BT account ove
The
nature of
customer interactions relevant to
8. The nature of the customer interactions relevant 8.to the
question
of the
statutory

construction
on the1:appeal
construction raised on the appeal can be illustrated by
reference toraised
Customer

(a)
30

can be illustrated

Westpac
sent her
Customer
a letter dated 23 J
Westpac sent Customer 1 a letter dated 23 July
enclosing
annual 1super
(a) 2014,

30 two generic
statement,
statement, which relevantly contained
messages:which
that relevantly
combining contained two

1
' Only
customers
were infound
issue that
in the
Full
Only 14 customers were in issue in the Full Court, the primary
judge14(Gleeson
J) having
the
callCourt, the primary ju
to advice
Customer
3 did
not ainvolve
of financial product a
of any
kind,
findingthe
notprovision
challenged
to Customer 3 did not involve the provision of financial product
by the respondent (ASIC) in theFull Court.
by the respondent (ASIC) in the Full Court.
2
Book of Further Material (AFM) at AFM6, 9, 31 an
Appellants' Book of Further Material (AFM) at AFM 6, 9, 31* Appellants'
and 45.
3
3 See at PJ [10] (CAB21), AFM208.
See at PJ [10] (CAB 21), AFM 208.
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super into onefees
account
could lead to saving
and could
super into one account could lead to savings on administration

place. 4 The from having all
in one
lead to greater
manageability
lead to greater manageability from having all superannuation

for other
searching
Westpac
invited
Customer
1
to give her conse
letter invited Customer 1 to give her consent to letter

superannuation
accounts
she may hold with o
contained
The letter
superannuation accounts she may hold with other providers.

1's personal
a disclaimer
that it objectives,
did not take into accoun
a disclaimer that it did not take into account Customer

to her and recommen
1 speak
Customer
financial
situation
or needs
financial situation or needs and recommended that

Financial
Adviser
(if specific
she had one) for perso
to her
tailored
Financial Adviser (if she had one) for personal advice

financial situation, objectives and needs;

financial situation, objectives and needs;
—

September
2014, Customer
a
and requested
website
BT 10
On 10 September 2014, Customer l accessed the On

&

(b)

1

access

a
—

search
be conducted
she held; 5to locate amounts in any
accounts
search be conducted to locate amounts in any external

10

com

29 September
Westpac sent Custo
the results
setting out2014,
On 29 September 2014, Westpac sent Customer 1 aOnletter

2

(c)

of the
superannuation
search she had requeste
the same generic
repeated
of the superannuation search she had requested, which

messages about
the potential
the to reduce fee
and contained
messages about the potential to reduce fees and paperwork
o

so
LS

£

3
oO
n

=

oO

wo

«mt

1 on 3 October
Customer
representative
made two telepho
A Westpac representative made two telephone calls AtoWestpac
_—s

z

(d)

5
n

same disclaimer; 6

2014.’
first call
commenced
with the
1
Customer
advising
caller The
2014. 7 The first call commenced with the Westpac

to her
overhad
them
that
herbring
search
results
been received, of
help
that her search results had been received, offering to

Page 4
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and repeating
the general mes
to save on
the potential
BT account
BT account and repeating the general message about

The caller
gave 9the general adv
949A(2):
by sthen
fees.3 required
fees. 8 The caller then gave the general advice warning
N

“everything
discussed
today
yourisOogeneral in na
account
take into
"everything discussed today is general in nature, it won't
So

20

personal financial needs. Is that okay?”

personal financial needs. Is that okay? "
n—_—

After
Customer
1 agreed,
the Westpac calle
1 the main
Customer
from
After Customer 1 agreed, the Westpac caller elicited

2

(e)

$69/2020
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benefits
consolidating
her super a
of
theinprospect
weresaw
which she
benefits she saw in consolidating her super accounts,

as
those
saving fees
andperceptions
better manageability.
saving fees and better manageability. The caller affirmed

The

by other
customers and in
her tax
provide
1 toheld
ones widely
ones widely held by other customers and invited Customer

to process
the rollover. The sec
the customer
fileoccurred
number after
file number to process the rollover. The second call 10

hadcaller
located
her taxthe
filegeneral
number. Again, the
provided
had located her tax file number. Again, the Westpac

4PJ [143] (CAB52); AEM34.
PJ [143] (CAB 52); AFM 34.
5PJ [153] (CAB 54)
PJ [153] (CAB 54)
6 PJ [154] (CAB 54 55). The fo1m of letter appears at AFM 666.
pj [154] (CAB 54 ~ 55). The formof letter appears at AFM66.
7
7
PJ
[156] (CAB55). Transcripts appear at AFM116 and AFM12
122.
AFM
and
116
AFM
at
appear
Transcripts
55).
(CAB
[156]
PJ
8
8 PJ [158] (CAB 55 — 56).
PJ [158] (CAB 55 - 56).
9 As modified by ASIC Class Order CO 05/1195 (AFM 220) forAs
by Section
ASIC Class
Order
COas05/1195
each (AFM220) for o
applied
949A
warnings.
oral
modified
of the customers wasa retail client by virtue of s 761Gof the Act.
of the customers was a retail client by virtue of s 761 G of the Act.
10
'0 Py [159] (CAB56).
PJ [159~ (CAB 56).

4

5

°
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advice
warning.
Customer to
1
agreed
advice warning. Customer 1 agreed to proceed and
provided
the instruction

to proc

roll over the external accounts into her BT account. roll over the external accounts into her BTacc

9. Westpac
Both the provided
primary judge
and the Full Court held that
9. Both the primary judge and the Full Court held that
financial

product
within
the meaning
Act toadvice
Customer
1 during
the of s 766B(1) of
product advice within the meaning of s 766B(l) of the
calls by
that Customer
rollimpliedly
over her recommending
external
calls by impliedly recommending that Customer 1 should

| s

accounts
into her that
BT account!!
of opinion
Customer and
1 by making state
accounts into her BT account 11 and by making statements

could potentially
save on
fees sense
and that combining s
could potentially save on fees and that combining superannuation
accounts
made

a management
pointtooftheview.'? Similar findin
were
made in relation
from a management point ofview. 12 Similar findingsfrom

other
Those
other customers. 13 Those findings are not challenged,
but customers.'?
the width of the
Fullfindings
Court's are not challenge

10
approach
to what
constitutes
approach as to what constitutes financial product
advice
in s 7as
66B(
1) bears
upon thefinancial product a

10

proper
s 766B(3), which identifies t
proper construction of s 766B(3), which identifies the
point construction
at which theofadvice

provider
has travelled
beyond mere general advice
provider has travelled beyond mere general advice and
has assumed
the onerous
obligations
imposed under the Act
advice.
obligations imposed under the Act on providers of personal

on providers of p

10. There
findings
fact by the primar
judge are
andconcurrent
all members
of the of
Full
10. There are concurrent findings of fact by the primary

Court thatl 'sWestpac
did not
infact consider any of C
objectives,
financial
Court that Westpac did not in.fact consider any of Customer

situation
needs in making
the 14
implied recommen
situation or needs in making the implied recommendation
andorstatements
of opinion,
such
that the advice
was
not personal advice under
such that the advice was not personal advice under the
subjective
limb ins
766B(3)(a)

Page 5

Page 5

ofalltheother
Act. customers.
The same finding was made
of the Act. The same finding was made in respect of

in respect

o

11. did
Thatnot
is,inthe
Full
Court held
that the Westpac caller
11. That is, the Full Comi held that the Westpac caller
fact
"consider"
Customer

1’s objectives,
situation or needs notwiths
notwithstanding
that thefinancial
caller evidently
l 's objectives, financial situation or needs 20

20

-heard Customer
| say were
that the
her super
the benefits
heard Customer 1 say that the benefits she saw in consolidating

she saw in

c

save onwhich
fees and
potential to save on fees and better manageability ofpotential
her super,to reasons
thebetter
caller manageability o

$69/2020
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affirmed by reference
affirmed by reference to the views of other customers.

to the

views of other custome

12. However,
all threeperson
members
of the Full Court foun
12. However, all three members of the Full Comi found
that a reasonable
standing

15
in the
customers’
with to
thethe
customers’ knowle
might
expectshoes
(contra1y
in the customers' shoes with the customers' knowledge

that Westpac
had “considered”
the customers
objectives
of "minimising
fees"
fact) that Westpac had "considered" the customers'fact)

and “manageability”
in making
and "manageability" in making the implied recommendation
to roll over, and
that thethe implied recomm

| Py [235]
[247] (CAB
(CAB263),
89), FC
[64](CAB
(CAB
195), [67] (CAB 196 —
197),
PJ [247] (CAB 89), FC [64] (CAB 195), [67] (CAB 196- 197),
[347]
298).
2 PJ195
[277]-[278]
(CAB
96), 264),
[282] [340]-[341]
(CAB96), FC [65]-[67] (CAB
PJ [277]-[278] (CAB 96), [282] (CAB 96), FC [65]-[67] (CAB
- 197), [240]
(CAB
(CAB 296 — 297).
(CAB 296 297).
13
3 PJ(CAB
[260]204
(CAB
92), [88]-[89]
[285]-[366]
(CAB
97 —112), FC [84]-[85]
PJ [260] (CAB 92), [285]-[366] (CAB 97 112), FC [84]-[85]
- 205),
(CAB
205),
205[108]-[109]
—206), [98]-[99]
(CAB206), [103]-[104] (C
[94]-[95] (CAB 205 206), [98]-[99] (CAB 206), [103]-[104][94]-[95]
(CAB 206(CAB
- 207),
(CAB 207),
[112]-[113]
(CAB[126]-[127]
207), [116]-[117]
(CAB208), [122]-[123] (CA
[l 12]-[113] (CAB 207), [116]-[l l 7] (CAB 208), [122]-[123] (CAB
208 - 209),
(CAB 209),
[131]-[132]
(CAB(CAB
210), [136]-[137]
(CAB210), [141]-[142] (CA
[131]-[132] (CAB 210), [136]-[137] (CAB 210), [141]-[142] (CAB
211), [235]
263), [240] (CAB
264), [340]-[341] (CAB 296 —
297), [347] (CAB298).
264), [340]-[341] (CAB 296 297), [347] (CAB 298).
14 FC [75] (CAB 201), [81] (CAB 204), [265] (CAB 272 273),
'4 EC
[75](CAB
(CAB
201),309).
[81] (CAB 204), [265] (CAB 272 —273), [
[384]
308
15
'S FC[30] (CAB 183 —
184), [260] (CAB271), [377] (CAB306).
FC [30] (CAB 183 -184), [260] (CAB 271), [377] (CAB 306).
11

12
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advice
wasins
therefore
personal
advice under the obje
766B(3)(b)
of the
advice was therefore personal advice under the objective
limb

Act.!® aAs
will be seen,
doing
Act. 16 As will be seen, in doing so the Full Court adopted
nonnative
ratherinthan
a so the Full Court a

factual approach to the s 766B(3)(b) enquiry.

factual approach to the s 766B(3)(b) enquiry.

13. judge,
That finding
overturned
the findingof the primary ju
who drew
a sharp distinction
13. That finding overturned the finding of the plimmy

between
what actually
a reasonable
person might expect We
considered
between what a reasonable person might expect Westpac
to have

17
was judgment
said on theof
calls and their contex
based on what was said on the calls and their contextbased
andon
a what
nonnative

18
whathave
a reasonable
person
might expect
Westpac sh
what a reasonable person might expect Westpac should
considered,
rejecting
the

approach!
and 20
finding
was personal
advice.
The that none of the advice
latter approach 19 and finding that none of the advicelatter

primary
held that
a reasonable
person would n
primary judge held that a reasonable person would not
expectjudge
Westpac
in fact
to have

10 objectives,
considered”
one needs
or more
of the21customers’ objecti
"considered" one or more of the customers'
financial and
because:
‘“

10

(a)

”

near the
commencement
of every c
at or
at or near the commencement of eve1y call,
customer
was
given the
(a) the

prescribed
general advice
warning in word
being
prescribed general advice warning in words to the
effect "everything

today
is general
in nature, it won
into account
your
[personal
discussed today is general in nature, it won't take discussed

needs
/ personal
financial needs I personal needs and objectivesfinancial
I personal
needs,
goals orneeds and obje

objectives
/ personalto circumstances]”
and th
was required
confirm
objectives I personal circumstance.5]" and the customer
was the
acceptable
that was acceptable before the call proceeded that
(which
primmy before
judge the call

proc

considered
suggest to the r
considered would strongly suggest to the reasonable
person would
that thestrongly
Westpac

Page 6

Page 6

caller was not considering the customer’s pers
caller was not considering the customer's personal circumstances);

(b)

the customer
had objectives,
provided no information
the customer had provided no infonnation (b)
to Westpac
about their
a

financial situation and needs plior' to20
the call;

20
(c)

financial situation and needs prior to the call;

thethe
Westpac
caller
the Westpac caller had no previous relationship
customer
and had
wasnonotprevious relatio
(c) to

known
or understood
by were
the customer
adviser
so that they
known or understood by the customer as their financial

as

thei

7
g
5
5

situation;

$69/2020

the “advice” was provided free of charge;
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not obviously
a position
not obviously in a position to consider the customer's
objectivesin or
financial to consider the

(d)

the "advice" was provided free of charge;

(e)

to the of
extent
thatonthe
customers
identified
saving
fees
and
to the extent that the customers identified "objectives"
(e)

manageability, that occuned <luting the course of manageability,
the calls so thatthat
the occurred
Westpac during the cou

callers
did notprior
havetoanmaking
opportunity to consid
callers did not have an oppo1iunity to consider those
objectives
the calls; and

the calls; and
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16 FC [80] (CAB 203
FC [80] (CAB 203 - 204), [266] (CAB 273), [387] (CAB 309).
PJ [394] (CAB 118 119).
18
PJ [395] (CAB 119).
19
PJ [396] (CAB 120).
20 PJ [398] (CAB 120).
21
PJ [394] (CAB 118-119).
16

17

[266]

(CAB273), [387] (CAB309).
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callers revealed
lack of
the callers revealed a lack of knowledge about
customer's
situationa(such
as knowledge abo
(f) the the

amounts
held by the customer in ac
the amounts held by the customer in accountsthewith
other superannuation

fees accounts
paid on those
providers, fees paid on those other accounts and providers,
whether those
had other accoun
attached insurances).

attached insurances).

Moreover,
in a number
of calls the customer was o
the possibility
of receiving
14. Moreover, in a number of calls the customer was14.offered

advice
through
Westpac’s
advisory channe
the
personal advice through Westpac's advisory channelpersonal
(for a fee),
which
none of

customers took up.”

customers took up. 22

that the
Westpac
gave personal advice o
15. Having found that Westpac gave personal advice15.on Having
each offound
the calls,
Full Comi

held that Westpac had contravened:

held that Westpac had contravened:
10

(a)

10 s 961K,
of the Act
(and therefore s 961K
penalty961B
provision)
by failing
section 961B of the Act (and therefore
(a)civilsection

to act
in that
thecustomers’
best
held
compliance
withinterests.*? TheF
to act in the customers' best interests. 23 The Full Comi

24
s 961B
Westpac
at a require
minimum,
the to consider: (
s 961 B would require Westpac to consider: (per Allsop
CJ)would

comparative
fee held
levelsby and
other funds
the rates of return
comparative fee levels and rates of return on the
customer,
(per O’Bryan
J)** the amounts
the otherorfunds;
the chosen
customer, or (per O'Bryan J) 25 the amounts held in

investment
in future
those funds; the rela
investment options in those funds; the relative historical
andoptions
expected

of fund;
the external
perfonnance of the external funds compared to the performance
equivalent BT
the rate,funds compared

nature
of feesandcharged
on each exte
andand
thescale
BT fund;
the
nature and scale of fees charged on each external fund

Page 7

Page 7

insurances
insurances provided by each external fund and the BT
fund; 26 provided by each external fund an

(b)

sectiona 946A
of Statement
the Act byof
failing to give e
section 946A of the Act by failing to give each
wiitten
b) customer
20

Advice· 27 and

20

'

(c)

Advice;*’ and

sections
(b), and (c) of the A
sections 912A(l)(a), (b), and (c) of the Act
basis912A(1)(a),
that, by providing
(c) on the

the advice may well
personal advice when the advice may well not personal
have beenadvice
in thewhen
customers'

$69/2020
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interests,
Westpac
breached
interests, Westpac breached the "efficiently, honestly
and fairly"
standard,
its the “efficiently

Seep Customer
8: p(AFM
13.22-14.11
(AFM109
See Customer 8: p 13.22-14'.l l (AFM 109 110); Customer210:
10.06-10.23
194); Customer
13:— 110); Customer 10:
p 11.11-12.04
(AFM 167 — 168).to The
p 11.11-12.04 (AFM 167 - 168). The same suggestion was made
in the prior c01Tespondence
eachsame suggestion was made
customer
— “Of
course,
you
have
Financial Adviser then we
recommend
you
speakifto
them
fora personal
customer - "Of course, ifyou have a Financial Adviser, then we
advice
tailored
your
specific
financial
situation, objectives and
and to
"Or
ifyou'd
like
more tailored
advice tailored to your specific financial situation, objectives and
needs"
on your
super speak to your
adviser”: see, for exa
example,
the correspondence
sent financial
to
advice on your super speak to your financial adviser": see, foradvice
Customer 1 (AFM 34 and 66).
Customer 1 (AFM 34 and 66).
23
FC [147]-[151] (Allsop CJ) (CAB 212 214), [292]-[301] 23
(Jagot
EC [147]-[151]
J) (CAB 282(Allsop
284),CJ)
[400]-[401]
(CAB 212
(CAB
—
214), [292]-[301] (Jago
312 —
313), [411]-[412] (O’Bryan J) (CAB 315 —
316).
312 313), [411]-[412](O'Biyan J) (CAB 315 316).
24 FC [150] (CAB 213 - 214).
4 FC [150] (CAB 213 — 214).
25
25 FC [412] (CAB 315 — 316).
FC [412] (CAB 315 316).
26
26 Jagot
did not judge's
address findings
this question
instead referring t
Jagot J did not address this question directly, instead referring
to theJprimmy
that, directly,
if the
advice
were
personal
as advice,
it did notWestpac
attempt did
to not act in the customers
advice were personal advice, Westpac did not act in the customers'
best
interests
whether
it was inittheir
advise customers whether it was in their interests to accept the advise
advice customers
and did not
know whether
was interests
in the to accept the ad
interests of the customer to roll over: FC [299]-[300] (CAB283).
interests of the customer to roll over: FC [299]-[300] (CAB 283).
27
27 FC [152] (CAB 215).
FC [152] (CAB 215).
22
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(which and
only licensed Wes
licence conditions (which only licensed Westpac tolicence
provideconditions
general advice)
the financial services laws.2°

the financial services laws. 28

Part VI:

Part

Argument

VI

Argument

Westpac
that the Full Court
made three re
16. Westpac contends that the Full Comi made three16.related
errorscontends
in the interpretation
of

s 766B(3)(b),
corresponding
to theoffirst three groun
s 766B(3)(b ), co1Tesponding to the first three grounds
of appeal, which
had the effect

intopersonal
advice much advice which
collapsing into personal advice much advice which iscollapsing
in truth only
general advice.

an alternative basis for overturning t
Each provides an alternative basis for overturning theEach
Fullprovides
Court's decision.

Section 766B of the Corporations Act

10

Section 766B of the Corporations Act

10
17. services.
Ch 7 of the
regulates
thethe
provision of financial
17. Ch 7 of the Act regulates the provision of financial
ItsAct
object
includes

promotion
of confident
and informed decision mak
promotion of confident and infonned decision making
by consumers
of financial
products and
products and services while facilitating efficiency, flexibility
services while
facilitating efficiency,
and innovation
in the

provision
of thosebalancing
productsthe
and services.’® Necessa
provision of those products and services. 29 Necessarily
that involves

pursuit
consumer
protection and the burdens imp
pursuit of consumer protection and the burdens imposed
onof
providers
of financial
services,

services.

18.inPart
contains
definitions
18. Paii 7.1 contains definitions of key concepts used
of key concepts used i
Ch 7,7.1one
of which
is "financial

advice”. The
product advice". the provision of financial productproduct
provision of financial produc
advice constitutes
a financial

Page 8

Page 8

service.°”
A person
who advice
carries is
on a business of pr
service. 30 A person who ca1Ties on a business of providing
financial
product

31
required
to otherwise
hold an Australian
financial
services lic
required to hold an Australian financial services licence
unless
exempted.

20

19. The meaning of financial product advice is20given19.insThe
meaning
of financial
product advice is given in
766B(1),
namely
a

or statement
recommendation or statement of opinion intended torecommendation
of opinion intended t
influence the making
of a decision

in relation
to financial
productsto
or which could rea
in relation to financial products or which could reasonably
be regarded
as intended

have such an influence.
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have such an influence.

20.into
Section
766B(2)
divides
financial
20. Section 766B(2) divides financial product advice
two types:
personal
advice
and product advice in

general advice. Section 766B(3) relevantly provide
general advice. Section 766B(3) relevantly provides:

For the
purposes
of that
this Chapter,
personal advi
For the purposes of this Chapter, personal advice is financial
product
advice
is

giveninorcircumstances
directed to a person
given or directed to a person (including by electronic means)
where: (including by elec

(a)of the
the advice has considered o
(a) the provider of the advice has considered one or more
theprovider
person's of
objectives,

financial situation and needs (...); or

financial situation and needs( ... ); or

BC(CAB
[152]-[153]
(CAB(CAB
215), 284)
[176](Jagot
(CABJ),
220) (Allsop CJ), [286]
FC [152]-[153] (CAB 215), [176] (CAB 220) (Allsop CJ), 28
[286]
280), [302]
(CAB
(O’Bryan
J). All case
members
[427] (CAB 320) (O'Bryan J). All members of the Full Court [427]
accepted
that320)
ASIC's
s 912A(l)(a)
as of the Full Court acc
pleaded
and
runthat,
at trial
was
dependent
upon
pleaded and run at trial was dependent upon a finding of personal
advice
and
in the
absence
of such
a a finding of personal
the s(Allsop
912A(1)(a)
case must
fail:
finding, the s 912A(l)(a) case must fail: FC [l 77]-[213] (CABfinding,
220 230)
CJ), [303]
(CAB
284)FC [177]-[213] (CAB 22
(Jagot J), [418] (CAB 317) (O'Bryan J).
(Jagot J), [418] (CAB 317) (O’Bryan J).
29
Section 760A(a) of the Act.
Section 760A(a) of the Act.
30 Section 766A(l)(a)
Section 766A(1)(a) of the Act.
of the Act.
31
3! Section 911A(1) of the Act.
Section 91 lA(l) of the Act.
28

2°
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(b)considered
a reasonable
(b) a reasonable person might expect the provider to have
one person
or moremight
of expect the provid
wn
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those matters.

This binary
division
been fundamental to the sc
22. This binary division has been fundamental to the22.scheme
of regulation
ofhas
financial

product
advice since
financial
product advice since the financial services provisions
were introduced
intothethe
Act by services provisio

theFinancial
ReformAct 2001 (Cth).*? S
the Financial Services Reform Act 2001 (Cth). 32 Since
that time, aServices
person providing

O

a
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a

personal advice to a retail client has been under an obligation:

(b)

a written
Statement of Advi
to provide a written Statement of Advice to to
the provide
client unless
otherwise

rm

not to provide
personal
not to provide personal advice unless the advice is appropriate
to the
client; 33advice unless the adv
2S

(a)

oN

&

©

exempted,**
the content
offor,
which (including
exempted, 34 the content of which (including as to the
substance of,
and basis
we

10

the consequences
advice provider’s remunerat
the advice, the advice provider's remuneration andthe
theadvice,
paiiicular

forclient
the client
where
the advice recommends
for the client where the advice recommends that the
replace
one financial
product
product with another) is prescribed by ss 947A-947D;
and withanother) is prescribed by

947

o—~

to provide
client with
a Product Disclosu
to provide the client with a Product Disclosure Statement
for athe
financial
product

2

(c)

ss

35
the product.
advice recommends
the acquisition
financial
where the advice recommends the acquisition of the where

23. In 2012on
theproviders
Act was of
amended
23. In 2012 the Act was amended to strengthen the obligations
personalto strengthen the obl

were made by the Cor
advice. Those
amendments
Amendment
(Further
advice. Those amendments were made by the Corporations

Ss

.
2

S
5
2

Seared

a
2

<<

5

<

S
.>

QD

25
o
3

advice a q
imposesduty
on providers
of personal
imposes on providers of personal advice a quasi-fiduciary
to act in the
best
SS

(a)

©S
N

20

a

with current Div 7.7A which relevantly:

Ss

ao:
rend

Page 9

Page 9

Future
ofFinancial
Advice
Measures)
Act 2012 (C
which
replaced Paii
7.7 Div
3
Future of Financial Advice Measures) Act 2012 (Cth),

interests
retail client
(s 961B) and to
to of
the aclient's
interests
interests of a retail client (s 961B) and to give priority

is aprovider
conflict of
between
the interest
client there
and the
the
where there is a conflict between the interests of the where
a

Zz

©

Oe

o~
=
8

ON

Ruler

‘:8

3S
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regulates
by an
regulates the charging by an advice provider of ongoing
fees the
to a charging
retail client
andadvice provider

2

S69/2020

(b)

a

advice (s 961J); 36 and

prohibits
prohibits certain types ofremuneration (Pt 7. 7A, Divs
3-5). certain types of remuneration (Pt 7.

24. The
2012into
amendments
were in response to the 200
24. The 2012 amendments were in response to the 2009
Inquiry
Financial Products

Serviceson
in Corporations
Australia by the
Committee
andParliamentary Join
and Services in Australia by the Parliamentary Joint and

Financial
Services corporate
which considered issues associa
Financial Services which considered issues associated
with prominent

collapses
in the financial
planning industry, includ
Storn1 Financial
and Opes
collapses in the financial planning industry, including

32 Effective 12 March 2002.
Effective 12 March 2002.
961G of the Act; Former s 945Aof the Act (prior to 1
Section 961G of the Act; Fonner s 945A of the Act (prior to331 Section
July 2012).
34
34 Sections 944A, 946A(1) of the Act
Sections 944A, 946A(l) of the Act
35 Section 1012A of the Act.
35 Section 1012A of the Act.
36 Duties which cannot be contracted out of (s 960A) and breach
36 Duties
which
cannot
be contracted
out of (s 960A) and breach o
of which
attracts
a civil
penalty (s 961K).

32
33
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Prime.>’
Parliament’s
in 2012 was to imp
these obligations
onintention
paiiicipants
Prime. 37 Parliament's intention in 2012 was to impose

in thefinancial
planning
industry, to regulate the c
in the financial planning industry, to regulate the conflicts
inherent in
the financial

adviser/client relationship.°®

adviser/client relationship. 38

25. advice
Sectionwill
961B
its terms,*’
that personal
25. Section 961B assumes, by its tenns, 39 that personal
beassumes,
"sought" by
from
the

provider,
thatprovider
the recipient
is a "client"
of the
and of personal advic
advice provider, that the recipient of personal adviceadvice

of thewill
client’s
that disclosure
and needs"
occur“objectives, financial
that disclosure of the client's "objectives, financial situation
through instructions from the client to the adviser. through instructions from the client to the adviser.

in the
other obligation
hand, advice
is
eneral advice’’, th
theIf,only
specific
imposed
26. If, in the other hand, advice is "general advice",26.
“ce

Oo

oS

on to
theretail
provider
is in
to the
provide
advice warn
on the provider is to provide a general advice warning
clients
termsa general
of

°

949A(2).°
Fortoboth
types of advice, the provider
s 949A(2). 4 For both types of advice, the 10
provider sremains
subject
its general

10

41
obligations
as a financial services licensee under s 9
obligations as a financial services licensee under s 912A.
I
The
Full Court
erroneously introduced a
Ground 1: The Full Court erroneously introduced aGround
normative
element
into the

s 766B(3)(b) test

S

766B(3)(b) test

The first error
Full Court’s
construction of s
27. The first error in the Full Comi's construction of27.
s 766B(3)(b)
was in
to the
introduce
a

normative
element
to the enquiry,
normative element to the enquiry, not embodied in the
Act, based
on assumptions
as tonot embodied in

a reasonable
personhave
might generally expect th
what a reasonable person might generally expect thewhat
advice
provider should

considered if it were acting in the recipient’sbest in
considered if it were acting in the recipient's best interests.

Page 10

Page 10

28. from
The normative
assumption
most explicitly
of Jagotemerges
and
28. The normative assumption emerges most explicitly
the judgments

O’Bryan
JJ and
can betoseen
Justice's
approach
the also to underpin the Ch
O'Bryan JJ and can be seen also to underpin the Chief

20

Jagot J

JagotJ

29. At FC [267]-[274] (CAB 273

subsection.

20

subsection.

29.identified
At FC [267]-[274]
(CAB 273
275), her Honour
8 factors pointing
to —275), her Honour i
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satisfaction of the general
objective
limb in s 766B(3)(b), n
satisfaction of the objective limb ins 766B(3)(b), notwithstanding
advice

warning
each call. (CAB
The third, fourth and
warning given on each call. The third, fourth and fifth
factorsgiven
at FCon[269]-[271]

273 between
— 274) are
that there
273 - 274) are that there was a pre-existing relationship
Westpac
andwas
thea pre-existing relation

customer; that the
calls
were
customer; that the calls were about the customer's superannuation,
which
may
beabout the customer’s s

to have
beenthe
of tenor
the utmost
infen-ed to have been of the utmost impo1iance to theinferred
customer;
and that
of importance to t

Revised
Explanatory
37 Senate
Senate Revised Explanatory Memorandum to the Corporations
Amendment
(Further
FutureMemorandum
ofFinancial to the Corporations
AdviceMeasures) Bill 2011 (Cth), p 3
Advice Measures) Bill 2011 (Cth), p 3
38
Revised
Explanatory
38 Senate
Senate Revised Explanato1y Memorandum to the Corporations
Amendment
(Further
FutureMemorandum
ofFinancial to the Corporations
AdviceMeasures) Bill 2011 (Cth), p3, [1.2], [1.6]
Advice Measures) Bill 2011 (Cth), p 3, [1.2], [1.6]
39 Section 96 IB(2)(b)
Section 961B(2)(b)
4
‘© For
adviceperiod
provided
orally,Class
s 949A(2)
For advice provided orally, s 949A(2) was modified during the
relevant
by ASIC
Order was
CO modified during the
suchgeneral
that a provider
only to warn that the a
05/1195 such that a provider was required only to warn that the05/1195
advice was
and maywas
not required
be
appropriate for the client.
appropriate for the client.
41
*! Forclient
both the
types
of advice,
where
the advice
For both types of advice, where the advice is provided to a retail
provider
is also
required
to giveis provided to a retai
a Financial
Services
Guide
has not done so at an earlier time:
a Financial Services Guide if it has not done so at an earlier time:
ss 94 lA(l),
941 C(l)
of if
theit Act.
37

°

3°
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the
calls
the calls reinforced that the purpose of the call was to
the purpose
help
thereinforced
customer.that
Common
to of the call was

Jagot J’sthat
explanation
of each
of those
factors is the
Jagot J's explanation of each of those factors is the premise
a reasonable
person
in

position
of an over
existing
customer,
the position of an existing customer, when invited tothe
make
a decision
a matter
of when invited

financial
significance
such as to
rolling
financial significance such as rolling over superannuation,
would
expect Westpac
be over superann

acting
customer’s
acting in the customer's best interests and that it would
best best
interests and that it w
not in
bethe
in the
customer's
interestsconsideration
for a rollover of
recommendation
interests for a rollover recommendation to be made without
the

customer's personal circumstances.

to be made

customer’s personal circumstances.

30. The
remaining for
factors
identified by Jagot
30. The remaining factors identified by Jagot J are either
justifications
discounting

J

are eithe

factors
otherwise
suggesting
factors otherwise suggesting a reasonable person might
expect
Westpac
had not a reasonable person m

42considered the customer’spersonal circumstances,
10
considered the customer's personal circumstances,
are equivocal on the critical

10

question43 or, with respect, in e1Tor. 44

question®or,

withrespect, in error.”4

31.sub-section
That JagotisJ evident
adoptedfrom
a normative
31. That Jagot J adopted a normative approach to the
FC [278]approach to the s

(CAB
277 at
— 278)
approving
passage from the pri
(CAB 277 - 278) approving a passage from the primary
judge
PJ [395]
(CAB a119),

which
is a passage
the primary judge is shar
which is a passage where the primary judge is sharply
distinguishing
thewhere
normative

(“should
been given in circumstance
approach ("should have been given in circumstancesapproach
where one
or morehave
of the

customer’s from
objectives
and financial situation was co
customer's objectives and financial situation was considered")
the factual
approach and
(“did
not consider
any of the customer’s
approach ("did not consider any of the customer's objectives
financial
situation")
Page 11

Page 11

was taking
PJ [394] (CAB 11
which her Honour was taking at PJ [394] (CAB 118 which
- 119):herseeHonour
at PJ [396]
(CAB at120).

O'BryanJ

20

O’Bryan J

20
32.
At FC[388]-[395]
309 — 311), his Honour p
32. At FC [388]-[395] (CAB 309- 311), his Honour
provides
a different list(CAB
of factors

supporting the conclusion at FC [396] (CAB 311

supporting
conclusion
312)
that, onthe
balance,
the sat FC[396] (CAB 311

—

766B(3)(b)
testofwas
766B(3)(b) test was satisfied. The first five factors point
The first five factors
in favour
thatsatisfied.
conclusion

$69/2020
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and the
last
three point
against. the
Of the factors sup
and the last three point against. Of the factors supporting
his
Honour's
conclusion,
three
(that for most
customers superannuation
first three (that for most customers superannuation isfirst
a very
significant
financial

decision;
was anwould
decision; that there was an existing customer relationship;
existing customer relatio
andthat
thatthere
customers

reasonably
expect Westpac
to to
act for their benefit a
reasonably expect Westpac to act for their benefit and
in their interests
in relation

their superannuation
proceed on the clear n
their superannuation affairs) proceed on the clear nonnative
premise that affairs)
a financial

services provider should act in its clients’ best intere
services provider should act in its clients' best interests.

#2274
Sixth
and eighth factors at FC [272] (CAB274), [274] (CAB 27
Sixth and eighth factors at FC (272] (CAB 274), (274] (CAB
- 275).
8 Second
Second and seventh factors at FC (268] (CAB 273), (273] (CAB
274). and seventh factors at FC [268] (CAB273), [273] (CA
44 First
First factordoes
at FC
[267]
(CAB
The use of “might” in s 76
factor at FC (267] (CAB 273). The use of "might" ins“*766B(3)(b)
not
indicate
a 273).
low threshold
possibilities
rather
than probabilities.
of possibilities rather than probabilities. Rather, as the primaryof
judge
held at PJ
[130]-[131]
(CAB 49 Rather,
50), as the primary jud
its use
the of
hypothetical
posed
by the subsection, namely
its use indicates the hypothetical posed by the subsection, namely
the indicates
expectation
the reasonable
person
contrary to the fact.
contrary to the fact.
42

43
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33. asked
O’Bryan
fourth and
fifth factors
33. O'Bryan J's fourth and fifth factors (that the callers
the J’s
customers'
reasons
for (that the callers

consolidate and that
the calls conveyed
wanting to consolidate and that the calls conveyed anwanting
implicittorecommendation
to act)

assume
(Westpac
submits erroneously)
that whenev
assume (Westpac submits enoneously) that whenever
any personal
circumstances
are

and a recommendation
revealed and a recommendation is made, the advice revealed
must be personal
and not general.is made, the advice

conclusion
thehaving
option, allowed by the
an advicedenies
provider
Such a conclusion denies the option, allowed by the Such
Act, 45a of

some
information
the personal circumstances
some infonnation about the personal circumstances of
a customer
and about
recommending

the customer
a product
but usingthat inform
to tailor,acquire
or reinforce,
general
the customer acquire a product but using that info1mation

advice
the heavy obligations imp
advice without assuming the heavy obligations imposed
onwithout
personalassuming
advice providers.

Allsop CJ

Allsop CJ

10

10 his34.
The reasons
of theaChief
Justice indicate that his Ho
34. The reasons of the Chief Justice indicate that
Honour
also injected
n01mative

element
his 174),
approach
to the s 766B(3)(b) test.
element into his approach to the s 766B(3)(b) test. At
FC [5]into
(CAB
the Chief

reasoned that
the consolidation
ofit is not possible to recommen
Justice reasoned that it is not possible to recommendJustice

throughisgeneral
advice becau
superannuation funds through general advice becausesuperannuation
the decision tofunds
consolidate
not

one
suitable
for general
advice;
to therather, it is a decisi
one suitable for general advice; rather, it is a decision
which
requires
attention

personal
circumstances
a customer
of the multiple
funds of
held
by the and the featu
personal circumstances of a customer and the features

That
was expanded
upon at F
[150] (CAB
213reasoning
214), where
his
customer. That reasoning was expanded upon at FCcustomer.

Honour
held that,could
as a general
proposition,
to consolidate
not
Honour held that, as a general proposition, a decision

a

decisi

Page 12

Page 12

prudently
be made inof
the
prudently be made in the interests of the customer without
consideration
theinterests of the customer w
personal
circumstances
the and
customer directed to
least comparative
fee of
levels
personal circumstances of the customer directed to at

rates of return on the various funds. 46

20

rates of return on the various funds.*°

35. The Chief
35. The ChiefJustice's reasons also gave critical significance
to theJustice’s
conceptreasons
of the also gave critical signif

“closing”
of the calls
where the
the customer is invited
give instructions
to effect
"closing" of the calls where the customer is invited to

$69/2020
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rollover.
The “closing”
is the
basis upon w
FC
rollover. The "closing" is the piimary basis upon which
the Chief
Justice found
at primary
[77]47 that
(CAB
— 203)
[77] (CAB 202 - 203) an implied statement of opinion
the202
implied

an

implied statement of opin

to rollobjectives
over would
the customers' stated
of “meet or
recommendation to roll over would "meet or.fulfil" recommendation

fulfil”

savingstatement
on fees and
enhancedismanageability. This i
saving on fees and enhanced manageability. This implied
of opinion
central
the Chief
conclusion at
central to the Chief Justice's ultimate conclusion at FC
[80] to(CAB
203 - Justice’s
204) thatultimate
the

character
of the call (being one of assistan
tonethe
and
existing
relationship
tone and character of the call (being one of assistance),
between
institution
and customer and the
of financial
the customer
to the point
between financial institution and customer and the taking
30
of decision
“closing”)
meant that
of decision (the "closing") meant that a reasonable
person
might(the
expect
that Westpac

30

a

reasonable

# And RG
accepted
by ASIC:
see extracts
from ASIC Regulatory Gu
And accepted by ASIC: see extracts from ASIC Regulatory Guide
244 Giving
information,
general
advice
scaled advice at paras RG 244.46 to RG 244.49 (AFM
advice and scaled advice at paras RG 244.46 to RG 244.49 (AFM
217and219).
46
46 The same reasoning appears alsoat FC [174] (CAB 219 — 220).
The same reasoning appears also at FC [174] (CAB 219 - 220).
47
47 Which was not part of ASIC’s pleaded case.
Which was not part of ASIC's pleaded case.
45
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“taken up
considered”
the customers’ stat
had "taken up and considered" the customers' statedhad
objectives
ofand
saving
on fees and

better
they would be “fulfi
andmanageability
met" if the rollsuch
overthat
service
better manageability such that they would be "fulfilled

were taken up.

were taken up.

becustomer
asked how
the call by
36. inviting
It mightthe
to does
makeconcluding
a
36. It might be asked how does concluding the call by

decisionasay
anythingperson
about might
the critical question of
reasonable
decision say anything about the critical question of whether

expect Westpac
to haveinconsidered the customer’s p
expect Westpac to have considered the customer's personal
circumstances

recommending
a rollover?
if answer to the statu
recommending a rollover? The answer to the statuto1y
question could
not differThe

Westpac
had
invited before
the customer
Westpac had invited the customer to take time to consider
their
decision
comingto take time to co

Westpac.
The “implied
opinion” conceive
ofbytothe
Chief Justice
at FC [77]
back to Westpac. The "implied opinion" conceived back

10

10
(CAB 202conclusion
— 203) can at
beFC
seen
as a step to reach the
(CAB 202 - 203) can be seen as a step to reach
the nonnative
[150]

213 — over
214) their
that Westpac’ customers should n
be rolling
(CAB 213 -214) that Westpac' customers should not(CAB

superannuation
without
advice unless
they the
hadadded
madeprotections of per
superannuation without the added protections of personal

an informed choice not to seek those extra protectio
an informed choice not to seek those extra protections.

37. The
Actthe
does
not embody
any such premise,
of personal
37. The Act does not embody any such premise, at least
within
definition

at leas

advice. toItmake
is nota contrary
financialto the Act for a person to
advice. It is not contrary to the Act for a person to choose

investment,
large or
small,
based
investment, large or small, based on general advice only
or no advice
at all.
The
Act on general advice

not advice,
requireretail
to be provided with
does not require retail investors to be provided with does
personal
whichinvestors
will usually

Page 13

Page 13

come at additional
making afinancial in
come at additional cost, before making a financial investment
decision.cost,
Nor before
does the

Acta customer
require a financial
provider to ensure th
Act require a financial product provider to ensure that
has madeproduct
an

20

20 before transacting
informed choice
not customer.
to seek personal advice before
infonned choice not to seek personal advice
with the

Whereonly
general
adviceadvice
is given, the Act relevantly re
Where general advice is given, the Act relevantly requires
a general

warning.

warnmg.
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38.theThe
Chief Justice’s
finding
of personal
advice on th
objective
limb is not
premised
on
38. The Chief Justice's finding of personal advice on

any made
viewthat
Westpac misled
the customers (and
of
any view that Westpac misled the customers (and ASIC
no allegation

misleading
or deceptive conduct
misrepresentation, misleading or deceptive conduct misrepresentation,
or unconscionable conduct
against

Westpac).
More generally,
the Chief Justice’s reas
do not explain
how the helpful
Westpac). More generally, the Chief Justice's reasons

tone
of the advice
calls and
the “closing”
general
warning
given onfalsified the expr
tone of the calls and the "closing" falsified the express

especially
when
the calls,
info1mation
on the
feesnone
paidof
bythe calls elicited
the calls, especially when none of the calls elicited any

customers the
on their
accounts,
the customers on their other accounts, being the ve1ythe
infonnation
Chiefother
Justice
held being the ve

30

30
would be necessary to provide personal advice.

would be necessary to providepersonal advice.

The statute does not mandate a normative approach The statute does not mandate a normative approach

It can
thuson
beaseen
reasoning of the Full Co
39. It can thus be seen that the reasoning of the Full39.
Comt
hinged
two that
stagethe
nonnative

assumption:position
first, that
the expect
reasonable person in the
assumption:first, that the reasonable person in the customer's
might

Westpac
would any
be acting
in the customer’s bes
interests
in making
implied
that Westpac would be acting in the customer's bestthat

-13-

Appellants

Appellants
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recommendation
to roll over
superannuation; and, s
that the customer's
best
recommendation to roll over superannuation; and, second,

interests can only be served through personal advice.interests can only be served through personal advice
40. or
Neither
assumption
reflected
of Ch is7 of
the Act.in the statutory text
40. Neither assumption is reflected in the statutory text
the scheme

41. The Full
Court’s interpretation
the customer's
personal of s 766B(3)(b) con
41. The Full Court's interpretation of s 766B(3)(b) conflates

circumstances
with
theirexpect
best interests. Whether
circumstances with their best interests. Whether a reasonable
person
might

a

to acttest.
in the
best interests is no
Westpac to act in the customer's best interests is notWestpac
the statutory
Ancustomer’s
expectation

Westpac
had actuallyinconsidered
the customers
that Westpac had actually considered the customers'that
personal
circumstances
giving

advice
is conceptually
advice is conceptually distinct from an expectation that
Westpac
would be distinct
acting in from
the an expectation

customer's best interests in giving advice.
l0

customer’s best interests in giving advice.

10
42.
The Full the
Court’s
reasoning,
withrespect, entails cir
of personal
42. The Full Court's reasoning, with respect, entails
circularity:
finding

advice
and the ins
resulting
impositionof the best inter
obligation
961B flowed
advice and the resulting imposition of the best interests
the normative
judgment
from the normative judgment that a reasonable personfrom
would
expect Westpac
to bethat

a

reasonable pers

in itsrather
customers’
best interests, which requir
acting in its customers' best interests, which requiredacting
personal
than general

advice. of
The
circular effect
s 766B(3)(b)
is toof the Full Court’s cons
advice. The circular effect of the Full Court's construction

impose
a best interests
as a necessary
incident
the financial
servicesduty
provider
/
impose a best interests duty as a necessary incident of

customer relationship

customerduties
relationship
— imposing by default quasion a financial
imposing by default quasi-fiduciary

services
provider customers
to act in the
bestto interests of curre
or prospective
(and
services provider to act in the best interests of cmTent
Page 14

Page 14

prefer those
interests
over its has
own interests) in circu
prefer those interests over its own interests) in circumstances
where
the provider

voluntarily
assumed those
not voluntarily assumed those obligations and is notnot
entitled
to remuneration
for obligations and is no
20

20interestsperforming
the best interes
7. 7toA extend
to
perfonning them. That is to extend the best
obligationsthem.
underThat
Part is

contexts
far removed
from the financial adviser/clie
contexts far removed from the financial adviser/client
relationship
which Parliament

intended.

intended.
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43. The
normative
approach
employed
by the
words by theFull Cou
43. The nonnative approach employed by the Full Court
cannot
be supported

expect” person
in s 766B(3)(b).
The expectation o
"might expect" ins 766B(3)(b). The expectation of“might
the reasonable
is not one as

to in
anorm
of conduct
noAct
such norm can be fo
the Act.
Nothingsince
in the
to a norm of conduct since no such 1101111 can be found

presumesrather
a financial
servicesadvice,
provider will provide
presumes a financial services provider will provide personal
than general

generally
or indecisions,
relation to particular financial
either generally or in relation to particular financial either
products
or financial

much less
that
provide
personal
advice gratu
much less that it will provide personal advice gratuitously.
The
Actit will
does not
embody
a

paternalism
which
assumes
paternalism which assumes retail investors cannot prudently
make
decisions
forretail investors cannot

30

30 decisions
themselves.
clients without
are entitled
themselves. Retail clients are entitled to make
in their Retail
own interests

to make dec

first seeking and bearing the costs of personal advic
first seeking and bearing the costs of personal advice.

44, The expectation
of the reasonable
is an expectation
as to a stateperson in s 766B
44. The expectation of the reasonable person ins 766B(3)(b)

of affairs
which provider's
cannot be mental
known with certainty, na
of affairs which cannot be known with certainty, namely
the advice

deliberations.
So understood,
of the termit is consistent with t
deliberations. So understood, it is consistent with the
ordinary meaning

~14-
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48
“expect”
used
as a verb
with a clause as its
"expect" when used as a verb with a clause as its object
and when
also its
common
usage

o

being
to have(by
a view
about what
being to have a view about what is likely to happen in
the future
definition,
a stateis likely to happen

49
of affairs
not known with
certainty by the person h
of affairs not known with ce1iainty by the person having
the expectation).

45.theWestpac
theas purely
766B(3)(b) enquiryis,
45. Westpac contends the s 766B(3)(b) enquiry is, as
primary contends
judge held,

as th

one position
as to whether
reasonable person in the
factual one as to whether a reasonable person in the factual
recipient's
mightaexpect,

based
on the interactions
between the advice provid
based on the interactions between the advice provider
and recipient
and their context,

thatpersonal
the provider
had infactSuch
considered
the recipien
circumstances.
a
that the provider had in fact considered the recipient's

construction
consistent
with the
construction is consistent with the purpose of the objective
limb, is
which
is to protect
a purpose of the o

reliance interest:
the provider
reliance interest: if the provider so behaves in its interactions
with theifrecipient
as to so behaves in its in
lead a that
reasonable
personisinreceiving
the recipient’s shoes to
lead a reasonable person in the recipient's 10
shoes to expect
the recipient

10

advice
which has “considered”
the recipient’s perso
advice which has "considered" the recipient's personal
circumstances,
then the
is entitled
to in
thethat
same protections as
recipient is entitled to the same protections as if the recipient
provider had
engaged

if the

consideration.
To take
thea paradigmexample, a cli
consideration. To take the paradigm example, a client
who seeks advice
from

financial
planner,
his or her objectives, fin
financial planner, discloses his or her objectives, financial
situation
anddiscloses
needs through

instructions
for and has
receives advice is en
instructions and pays for and receives advice is entitled
to expectand
thatpays
the adviser

consideredthe
theadvice
client’s
personal
considered the client's personal circumstances in formulating
even
if the circumstances in fo

adviser
had not done
The Act affords the client
ofso.
the personal
adviser had not done so. The Act affords the client the
full protections
Page 15

Page 15

advice provisions accordingly.

advice provisions accordingly.

46.leads
Applied
the facts ofthat
thispersonal
case, such an approach
46. Applied to the facts of this case, such an approach
to theto conclusion

20 essentially
advice
not provided
advice was not provided on any of the calls,
for was
the reasons
given on
by any
the of the calls, essen

20

primary judge at PJ [394] (CAB 118

primarya judge
at PJ [394]
119). In paiiicular,
reasonable
person (CAB
in the118 — 119). In par

customers
would
position of the customers would not expect Westpacposition
actuallyof
to the
have
considered
the not expect Westpa

know:
(a)
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customers’
financialperson
situation,
needs or objectives
customers' financial situation, needs or objectives when
the reasonable
would

know:

Westpac
said explicitly
Westpac had said explicitly it would not be considering
the had
customers'
personalit would not be
(a)

circumstances
circumstances and the customers agreed to proceed on
that basis; and the customers agreed to p

(b)

thethe
relevant
objectives
the relevant objectives of the customers, as found
Full Court,
were of
of the
the customers,
(b) by

as

50
most
general kind:
first, saving
on fees; and,
most general kind:.first, saving on fees; and, secondly,
improved
manageability;

48 Macquarie
Dictionary,
Ed: With
“3. to
suppose
Macquarie Dictionary, 7th Ed: "3. to suppose or surmise"; Oxford
English
Dictionary:7th"15.
clause
as or surmise”; Ox
to suppose, surmise; to be inclined to think, to imagine.
"
object: to suppose, surmise; to be inclined to think, to imagine.object:
49
49 Macquarie
7th Ed: “J."Il.
. .. To
regard as likely to happe
Macquarie Dictionary, 7th Ed: "J . ... regard as likely to happen";
OxfordDictionary,
English Dictionary:
regard as probable or imminent; to envisage; to anticipate." regard as probable or imminent; to envisage; to anticipate.”
50 BC
[71] [97]
(CAB
199),
[83][102]
(CAB
204), 206),
[87] (CAB 205), [93] (CAB2
so FC [71] (CAB 199), [83] (CAB 204), [87] (CAB 205), [93] (CAB
205),
(CAB
206),
(CAB
[107]
207),
[111]
207),
[121]
208), [130] (CAB 2
[107] (CAB 207), [111] (CAB 207), [121] (CAB 208), [130] (CAB
209),(CAB
[275]
(CAB
275),(CAB
[381]
(CAB
307 (CAB
308). For
some
customers,
related) objectiv
308). For some customers, further (but substantively related) objectives
were
found:
FC [92] further
(CAB (but
205), substantively
[101]

48

”
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(c)

none ofabout
the customers
disclosed
infonnation
the fees charged
none of the customers disclosed to Westpac (c)

to Westpac

on their
external
superannuation
accounts, o
issues
they were
having
on their external superannuation accounts, or particular

effectively
superann
in effectively managing multiple superannuation in
accounts,
and managing
there was multiple
no

to and
think Westpac had any knowledge o
matters;
reason to think Westpac had any knowledge of such reason

(d)

these
are it
matters
Westpac
be able
to would need
these are matters that Westpac would need to
before
wouldthat
(d)know

customers’
stated objective
saving onthefees
and better
consider the customers' stated objectives of consider

manageability
in making
the implied recomm
manageability in making the implied recommendation
to roll over the
customers'
external accounts.

external accounts.

Ground 2: Meaning of "considered" in s 766B(3) Ground 2 Mean ing o f “considered” ins 766B(3)
.
.

10

47. TheFull
error in construing s 766B
47. The Full Court's second error in construing10s 766B(3)(b)
was Court’s
to give second
the expression

“considered”
an undemanding
role in the statutory
of the Full Court
"considered" an undemanding role in the statutory test.
The members
that the
can mean
or expression
regard
variously held that the expression can mean no morevariously
than "payheld
attention
to to
anyregard
takingtointo
account”
have
or to
view
to", 51 "any taking into account" 52 or "pay attention to,
>
99

SI

ce

or

no mo

“pay attention

attentively”.°°>
attentively". 53 However, in giving content to that construction,
the However,
Full Court in
didgiving
not content to that c

require that
be any meaningful
withthere
the "objective(s)",
require that there be any meaningful or sensible engagement

“financial situation”
"financial situation" or "need(s)" in giving the advice.

or

or sensible eng

“need(s)” in giving the advi

Allsop
held account
that the of,
implied
recommendation
48. Allsop CJ held that the implied recommendation48.
to roll
overCJ"took
and paid

to

Page 16

Page 16

54 to, the customer’s objectives by fulfilling the
regard
regard to, the customer's objectives by fulfilling them".
On that construction of

it is difficult
to conceive of an implie
"considered", it is difficult to conceive of an implied“considered”,
recommendation
by a product
20

issuer
which
would
because in
almost
every
casenot
the be personal advice because
issuer which would not be personal advice20

recommendation
be said
recommendation could be said to have "paid regard to"
the recipient'scould
expressed

to have

“paid regard

objectives
by impliedly
recommending
that those o
objectives by impliedly recommending that those objectives
would
be "fulfilled"
if the
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recommendation were accepted. 55

recommendation were accepted.*

49. These
findings
overturned thatrefers
of the primaryjudge
49. These findings ove1iurned that of the primary judge,
who held
that "considered"

active matter
processof
ofthe
evaluating or reflecting upo
to an active process of evaluating or reflecting upon totheansubject
56
consideration,
appropriate
product advice.
consideration, appropriate to the provision of financial

to the

provision of financ

The Full
Court’s
interpretation
50. The Full Comi's interpretation of "considered" 50.
involved
three
subsidiary
en-ors. of “considered” in

206),
[106]
207),
[115]
208), [120] (CAB 208), [1
(CAB 206), [106] (CAB 207), [115] (CAB 208), [120] (CAB 208),(CAB
[125]
(CAB
209),(CAB
[129]
(CAB
209),(CAB
[381]
(CAB 307 —
308).
(CAB 307 308).
51
51 CJ).
EC [25]-[26] (CAB 181 —
182), [77] (CAB 202 —
203) (AllsopC
FC [25]-{26] (CAB 181-182), [77] (CAB 202 - 203) (Allsop
52
52 EC [247]-[248] (CAB 266 —267) (Jagot J).
FC [247]-[248] (CAB 266 - 267) (Jagot J).
53
53 EC [373] (CAB 305) (O’Bryan J).
FC [373] (CAB 305) (O'Bryan J).
54
54 EC [77] (CAB 202 —
203) (Allsop CJ).
FC [77] (CAB 202 203) (Allsop CJ).
55 FC [80] (CAB 203 - 204) (Allsop CJ).
55 EC [80] (CAB 203 —204) (Allsop CJ).
56
56 PJ [127] (CAB49).
PJ rI27l (CAB 49).
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51. First,the
it use
produced
an inconsistency
in meaning betw
51. First, it produced an inconsistency in meaning between
of the tenn
in the

subjective
limb in s 766B(3)(a)
and the objective li
ins 766B(3)(b).
On the fonner,
subjective limb ins 766B(3)(a) and the objective limb

the Full Court the
held
that the Westpac
the Full Comi held that the Westpac callers had not "considered"
customers'
stated callers had not

objectives
of savingthe
feescallers
and improving
manageab
objectives of saving fees and improving manageability
notwithstanding
had

elicited
those
objectives
elicited those objectives and affinned them by reference
to the
views
of otherand affirmed themby refer
customers.
finding
undoubtedly
correct
customers. That finding was undoubtedly correct - the
WestpacThat
callers
neverwas
sought
to

—

engage
with theof
customers’
fonnulating
engage with the customers' personal circumstances for
the
g purpose
ppersonal circumstances

theycorrespondence
were followingtoup on the offer made i
advice; they were following up on the offer made inadvice;
the earlier

effectBT
a rollover
external
accounts
effect a rollover of external accounts into the customers'
account.ofThe
finding
that into the custom

10
there was noacknowledged
“consideration”
the subjective limb
there was no "consideration" on the subjective
limb necessarily
theon
role

10

of link
“consideration”
in thethe
statutory test
of "consideration" in the statutory test as the required
or nexus between

as the

requir

recipient’s personal circumstances to the advice giv
recipient's personal circumstances to the advice given.

52. However,
on the objective
limb, the Full Court held
52. However, on the objective limb, the Full Comi held
that a reasonable
person might

expect
those they
samewere
objectives
to have been “conside
because
so elicited,
expect those same objectives to have been "considered"

acknowledged
affirmed.
The disparity of outc
acknowledged and affitmed. The disparity of outcome
can only be and
explained
by giving

term “considered”
a less demanding role on th
the term "considered" a less demanding role on the the
objective
limb.

meaning attributed
53. Second, the meaning attributed by the Full Court53.
to Second,
the tenn the
"considered"
is at oddsby the Full Court to
Page 17

Page 17

with theheld
purpose
of concept
the section.
with the purpose of the section. The primary judge rightly
that the
of The primary judge

consideration
in s 766B(3)
consideration ins 766B(3) is concerned with an active
process of evaluating
or is concerned with an ac

20
reflecting
upontothe
circumstanc
reflecting upon the recipient's personal circumstances
appropriate
therecipient’s
provisionpersonal
of

20

financial
financial product advice. 57 That meaning accords with
what product
has beenadvice.°’
describedThat
as themeaning accords
word's definite meaning in the judicial context. 58

word’s definite meaning in thejudicial context.*®
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54. That
is, the taking
consideration
of which s 766B(3) speak
54. That is, the consideration of which s 766B(3) speaks
is actually
the recipient's

personal
circumstances
into account by evaluating
personal circumstances into account by evaluating them
for the
purpose of providing
the advice
question.
The section presupposes
the advice in question. The section presupposes a nexus
(in factinor
reasonable

a

apprehension)
between
the advice provider’s consi
apprehension) between the advice provider's consideration
of the client's
personal

circumstances
and involve,
the advice
The giving
circumstances and the advice provided. The giving of
the advice must
at provided.
least
in part, the
provider’s evaluation
of the recipient’s
circumstances
before it can
in pali, the provider's evaluation of the recipient's personal

be said
that thecircumstances
provider had “considered”
the recip
be said that the provider had "considered" the recipient's
personal
so as

to provide
personal
to the recipient. That is
to provide advice personal to the recipient.30That is the
essence advice
of personal
advice.

30

57
58

57PJ [127] (CAB49), quoted at FC[24] (CAB181).
PJ [127] (CAB 49), quoted at FC [24] (CAB 181).
Tickner v Chapman
Tickner v Chapman (1995) 57 FCR 451 at 462C (Black CJ), 8495F-496A
(Kiefel J).(1995) 57 FCR 451 at 462C (Black CJ), 49
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55. Third, the
Full Court
55. Third, the Full Comi was wrong to justify its undemanding
approach
to was wrong to justify its unde

“consideration”
as 59appropriate
in the context of a p
provision.
In doing so,
"consideration" as appropriate in the context of a protective

the Full Court
overlooked
is used
variouslythat the concept of “cons
the Full Court overlooked that the concept of "consideration"

throughout
7, not merely
throughout Ch 7, not merely as an element of the gateway
to theCh
imposition
of theas

an element

of

the g

advice obligations
but
as an important par
of the substantive
content of
those
personal advice obligations but as an imp01iant partpersonal

obligations
once imposed:
see sof961B(2)(b)(ii) and
(thrice occmTing).
The use
obligations once imposed: sees 961B(2)(b)(ii) and (e)

“consideration”
as more
an element
of the substantive ob
"consideration" as an element of the substantive obligations
was even
acute in

former s 945A
of the Act,
which assessed the app
of personal
advice
fo1mer s 945A of the Act, 60 which assessed the appropriateness

having
regard to
to the
the client's
“consideration” given by the a
provider
having regard to the "consideration" given by the advice

10 of "consideration"
personal circumstances.
To give the concept of “co
personal circumstances. To give the concept
an undemanding

10

content
would
undermine
those
In any
event,
identifying
thesubstantiveobligati
content would undennine those substantive obligations.

boundaries
of thepersonal
advice
by resolving
all doubts
aboutregime is not ad
boundaries of the personal advice regime is not advanced

of the
in favour of the consum
the reach of the provisions in favour of the consumerthe
onreach
the basis
theprovisions
object of the

regime
is protective:
Carr v Western Australia (200
regime is protective: Carr v Western Australia (2007)
232 CLR
138 at [6]-[7].

56. The Full isCourt’s
undemanding
56. The Full Comi's undemanding approach to "consideration"
one of the
key ways inapproach to “consid

escaped
an essential
conundrumof this cas
which it escaped an essential conundrum of this case.which
Howitcould
a reasonable
person

theincustomer’s
shoes the
have expected that Westpa
in the customer's shoes have expected that Westpac in
was
fact considering

Page 18

Page 18

customer’s
desireof
forformulating
less fees and easier managem
customer's desire for less fees and easier management
in the process

and making its recommendation when that person k
and making its recommendation when that person knew:

20

(a)

20 advice (a)
thethat
customer
waswould
told via
the customer was told via the general
warning
Westpac
not the
be general advice

considering
the customer’s
personal circums
considering the customer's personal circumstances and
the customer
was content

for the call to continue on that basis;

for the call to continue on that basis;

general kind
to more

e

thecall
personal
objectives
the customer elicit
were those
of theofmost
the personal objectives of the customer elicited in the
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(b)

general
— the
customer would prefer les
the customer would prefer less fees to
more, kind
and less
management

to more
— objectives
which ASIC publicly
objectives which ASIC publicly promoted
as reasons
to consolidate

o

(c)

a

super;

the the
customer
hadvolunteered,
not been asked
the customer had not been asked to provide, (c)
nor had
customer

to provide

any information
about or
thethe
fees he or
any info1mation about the fees he or she was paying
other providers,

she

particular
management
issues the customer
particular management issues the customer was having,
for Westpac
to consider

30
those matters in fonnulating a recommendation;
andthose matters in formulating a recommendatio

30

59

FC [25] (CAB 181-182) (Allsop CJ).

59 EC [25] (CAB 181 —182)

(Allsop CJ).

Former
s to
945A
at the same time
°Fonner s 945A was introduced at the same time ass 766B(3) and,
prior
the was
2012introduced
amendments,

6

6°

as

s 766B(3) an

obligation
that
personal
advice be appropriate for th
contained the obligation that personal advice be appropriate forcontained
the clientthe
(now
found in
s 961
G).

Appellants

Appellants

(d)
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rolling
over
were never expre
calls inoftenns
that
went
the benefits of rolling over were never expressed
(d) inthethebenefits
the potential
to save on fees and
beyond the potential to save on fees and improvebeyond
manageability,
consistently

with the prior correspondence.

with the prior correspondence.

57. The
person
would knowthat the Westpa
57. The reasonable person would know that the Westpac
wasreasonable
incapable of
"considering"

of each customer in the sen
the personal objectives of each customer in the sensethe
ofpersonal
engagingobjectives
with and evaluating

them in formulating the recommendation. Consideration
themof
inthose
formulating
objectives
the recommendation.
within the
Conside

of s by
766B(3)(b)
could into
only meaningfully be
perfonned
Westpac taking
context of s 766B(3)(b) could only meaningfully becontext

accountand
thethe
fees
charged issues
on thethe
customers’ other a
account the fees charged on the customers' other accounts
particular

customers
in managing
their other accounts to
customers had in managing their other accounts to arrive
at the had
reasoned
conclusion

thecould
customers
should
roll over. The reasonable
that the customers should. roll over. The reasonable that
person
only have
concluded,

10

as was
the fact,that
and
as was the fact, and consistently with the general advice
warning,
theconsistently
only way inwith the general a

Westpac
be using
the revealedpersona
preferences
ofmight
the customer
was
which Westpac might be using the revealed personalwhich

in affirming
the general
advice which Westpac had
in the earlier
correspondence
in affirming the general advice which Westpac had given
(about which no complaint is made).

(about which no complaint is made).

Ground
Erroneous
interpretat.
ton »f “one or more
Ground 3: Erroneous inte1pretation of "one or more
of the3person's
objectives,
.financial
«
*

Si

situation and needs" in s 766B(3)

Oo

tuation an d needs” in s 766B(3)
°

58.second:
The third
58. The third contended error is closely related to the
whatcontended
must the error is closely related to the se

Page 19

Page 19

“consideration”
be about?
"consideration" be about? A majority of the Full Court
(Allsop CJ and
O'BryanAJ)majority of the Full C

that the
“one or more of” applies t
the categories
ofphrase
"objectives,
accepted that the phrase "one or more of' applies to accepted
62
20 confinned
financial
and
needs”,*!
by thesituation
extrinsic
material.
· financial situation and needs", 61 a conclusion

20

a

conclusion conf

their Honours
not articulate
But their Honours did not articulate a touchstone forBut
detennining
what did
aspects
(?/those a touchstone fo
categories
must be considered in order for personal
to occur.
categories must be considered in order for personal advice
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59. conclusion
Each member
themeaning
Full Court
reached a different
59. Each member of the Full Court reached a different
as toofthe
of the

words
or more
of” inthe
s 766B(3), such that on
Full “one
Court's
judgment
words "one or more of' ins 766B(3), such that on the

personal
advice
obligations
are variously said to ar
personal advice obligations are variously said to arise
whenever
the provider
considers,

or might reasonably be expected to have considered:or might reasonably be expected to haveconsidered

61 BC
[28]-[29]
(CAB
183),of"
[367]
FC [28]-[29] (CAB 182 - 183), [367] (CAB 303). Jagot J held
that
the words
"one182
or —more
apply(CAB
not 303). Jagot J held
to the
categoriestoofeach
objectives,
financial situation and needs
butthree
distributively
of the person's
to the three categories of objectives, financial situation and needs
objectivessuch
and needs
and each aspect
ofisolated
the person’s financial situ
that consideration
of an
objectives and needs and each aspect of the person's financial situation,
aspect
person’s
financial situation
(e.g.is that the person holds
aspect of a person's financial situation (e.g. that the person holds
twoof
oramore
superannuation
accounts)
to render
the advice
personal
sufficient to render the advice personal advice: FC [249] (CABsufficient
267 268),
[253] (CAB
269),
[277(2)]advice:
(CAB FC [249] (CAB 2
276).
276).
62
to the Financ
® Senate
Supplementary
Explanatory
Senate Supplementaiy Explanato1y Memorandum to the Financial
Services
Reform Bill
2001 (Cth),Memorandum
[3.20][3.23], [3.99]-[3.102]
[3.23], [3.99]-[3.102]

61
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sufficient
aspects
of” the
objectives
"sufficient aspects of" the person's objectives,(a)financial
situation
or needs
"so person’s
as
“cc

to make the of
conclusion
that there has be
to make the conclusion that there has been a consideration
that subject

appropriate" (FC [29] per Allsop CJ (CAB 183)); appropriate” (FC [29] per Allsop CJ (CAB 1
(b)

one or
more of
of aa person's
person’s objectives; o
"one or more of a person's objectives; one
aspects
(b) or more
“c

or one267),
or more of the per
_financial situation or one or more of the person's financial
needs" (FCsituation
[249] (CAB
[253] per Jagot

[253] per Jagot J (CAB 269)); or
(c)

(CAB269)); or

J

to somefinancial
extent” one
or more
"to some extent" one or more of the recipient's
situation
or of the recipie
(c) objectives,
oc

needs (FC [371] per O'Bryan J (CAB 305)).

a

needs (FC [371] per O’Bryan J (CAB 305)).

60. The consequence
the Full
60. The consequence of the Full Comi's various interpretations
is evidentof
from
its Court’s various interp

10 found that
application
of s 766B(3)
to the facts. Having found
application of s 766B(3) to the facts. Having
a reasonable
person might

10

expect Westpac
have considered
the customers’
of
expect Westpac to have considered the customers' (entirely
generic) to
objectives

“minimising
fees” and “manageability”
in making
"minimising fees" and "manageability" in making the
implied recommendation
to roll

over, the
Fullpersonal
Court held
that63 the
Butimplied recomme
over, the Full Court held that the implied recommendation
was
advice.

because
Westpac
did not
consider all of the custom
because Westpac did not consider all of the customer's
relevant
personal
circumstances

(such
as of
comparative
fee levels
return of other
funds on different funds a
(such as comparative fee levels on different funds and
rates

held), it contravened s 961B.“

held), it contravened s 961 B. 64

The correct
the definition in s 76
61. The con-ect construction, once the definition ins61.
766B(3)
is readconstruction,
together withonce
s 961B,
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that the adviceconsider
providerthe
must, in fact or reasonab
is that the advice provider must, in fact or reasonableis apprehension,

minimumrelevant
irreducible
personal
minimum in-educible personal circumstances of the customer
to the
subjectcircumstances of the

20
of the
advice
in question.
matter of the advice in question. The touchstone
ofmatter
relevance
to the
advice
sought on The touchstone o

20

subject matter(f).finds its statutory foun
the particular
the paiiicular subject matter finds its statutory foundation
in ss 961B(2)(b)(ii),

62. Suchadvice
a construction
promotes
62. Such a construction promotes the object of the personal
provisions,
which isthe
toobject of theperso
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that a person
who might
reasonably expect
be receiving
personalised
advice
ensure that a person who might reasonably expect toensure

in factrelevant
receivespersonal
advice which has considered the pe
in fact receives advice which has considered the person's

circumstances
necessary
to give appropriate advice
circumstances necessary to give appropriate advice on
the subject matter
in question.

The purposive
interpretation
for which Westpac co
63. The purposive interpretation for which Westpac63.
contends
avoids what
are otherwise

real practical
difficulties
operation of the pro
real practical difficulties in the operation of the provision.
The tests
proposed inbythe
Allsop
CJ (“sufficient
of the person’s
objectives)
by O'Bryanaspects”
J (consideration
"to
CJ ("sufficient aspects" of the person's objectives) and

some extent”
person’s objectives) are, with re
criteriaof
of the
indetenninate
some extent" of the person's objectives) are, with respect,

30

reference and no test at all.

30

reference and no test at all.

A customer
who
hastotold
a superannuation
provide
64. only
64. A customer who has told a superannuation provider
that they
want
save
on fees

and make
their
super
more manageable
(objectives
be described
as
and make their super more manageable (objectives which
might
fairly
63
64

83 -EC312).
[77] (CAB 202 —
203), [275] (CAB275), [396] (CAB 311 —
FC [77] (CAB 202 - 203), [275] (CAB 275), [396] (CAB 311
6 BC [150] (CAB 213 —
214), [412] (CAB 315 —
316).
FC [150] (CAB 213 214), [412] (CAB 315 316).
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universal)
wouldadvice
not reasonably
universal) would not reasonably expect to receive free
personalised
which expect to receive f

considered
tax position,
the returns and investm
considered their tax position, the returns and investment
profiletheir
of their
other

superannuation
accounts,
their insurance position a
superannuation accounts, their insurance position and
their retirement
objectives.
65. Applied
to the
the customer's
facts of the position
present case,
65. Applied to the facts of the present case, a reasonable
person in

a

reasonabl

wouldnot minimum
expect Westpac
would not expect Westpac to have considered the customer's
personalto have considered the c

circumstances
financial situation or nee
circumstances (objectives, financial situation or needs)
relevant to (objectives,
a decision whether

to roll
external
accounts
to roll over external super accounts into the customer's
BTover
account.
As super
the Full
Court into the custom

observed,
on that question would r
observed, personal advice on that question would require
at a personal
minimum advice
consideration

of comparative
fee levels
and rates of return across
of comparative fee levels and rates of return across the
customer's various
accounts.

10
The customers
never provided
The customers never provided that information
that information to W
to Westpac,
by instructions
or

10

otherwise, and Westpac never asked for it.

otherwise, and Westpac never asked for it.
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Orders sought

Orders sought

66. Appeal allowed.

66. Appeal allowed.

67.on
Set
orders
1, and
2 and
the Full
67. Set aside orders 1, 2 and 3 of the Full Court made
28 aside
October
2019
the3 of
orders
of Court made o
thethereof
Full Court
made on
the Full Court made on 12 November 2019 and in lieu
order:

a. the appeal be dismissed. 65
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b. the cross-appeal be allowed.

12 November 2019 and in

a.

theappeal be dismissed.

b.

thecross-appeal be allowed.

c. the declarations made on 21 December 2018 by eGleeson
the declarations
made
J be set aside
and on
in 21 December 2018

lieu thereof
order that
lieu thereof order that the Amended20Originating Process
be dismissed
withthe Amended Origina

20
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costs.
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Part VIII: Estimate for oral argument

filed: para7(a) (CA
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